INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

RegulonDB is a database that offers, in an organized and computable form, the accumulated knowledge obtained through decades of experimentation in many different laboratories around the world, on transcriptional regulation in *Escherichia coli* K-12. It was first published 20 years ago, in 1998 ([@B1]), and since then we have periodically published progress reports for our work in database issues of *Nucleic Acids Research*. Our curation is shared with the EcoCyc database ([@B2]), which together with RegulonDB provide the major up to date resources of organized knowledge for the best-known bacterial genome model organism.

The major avenues of recent progress are the following. We have made important progress in implementing different components that allowed us to expand RegulonDB to include high throughput (HT)-generated knowledge. This included the design and implementation of the Microbial Conditions Ontology (MCO), which provides a formal framework and defines the set of properties necessary to specify the conditions as well as the genetic material used in a particular study, in order to adequately describe how an experiment was performed in a way that should satisfy its reproducibility. This was inspired by suggestions made by Fred Neidhardt years ago ([@B3]). In parallel, we have made progress in the curation of HT-generated literature, particularly binding sites identified from gSELEX and ChIP types of experiments, in conjunction with the corresponding expression profile experiments ([@B4]). Here, we report the initial construction of a semi-automatic pipeline that incorporates both binding and expression datasets in order to identify those transcription factor (TF) binding sites (TFBSs) upstream of genes that show change in expression under similar conditions and therefore jointly support evidence for a regulatory interaction (RI).

A different level of integration is offered by GENSOR Units, an acronym for Genetic Sensory-Response Units, in which we gather in a single network the signal, the transduction pathway to the effector that binds the TF, the regulated genes, the corresponding regulated products, and the corresponding metabolic reactions. The description of the construction and analysis of such units can be found elsewhere ([@B5]). Recently, we expanded these GENSOR Units to include regulation at the metabolic level, and we have finished both a mechanistic and a physiological written summary for 67 of them. Finally, we summarized our work with strategies using natural language processing (NLP) to facilitate the identification of experimental variables in growth conditions reported in the literature, as well as our work on the partial reconstruction of TF summaries.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Curation of literature and HT datasets {#SEC2-1}
--------------------------------------

Original scientific papers are collected every month based on a set of keywords focused on transcription and gene regulation; reading the abstracts we select which to curate, and the information of pertinent papers is curated through EcoCyc capture forms and then transferred to RegulonDB, keeping both databases synchronized with exactly the same data. For the HT data, publications are gathered from PubMed using keywords related to HT methodologies; 'coli' is searched in the title or in the abstract and different synonyms of methods are searched in all fields of publications. Frequently, these publications include additional experimental characterization for a subset of sites based on classic methods. More details about the annotation process can be found at, 'Annotation Process for HT experiments' from the 'Doc & Help' menu.

HT dataset processing {#SEC2-2}
---------------------

Datasets were obtained from GEO ([@B6]). The metadata describing the experimental conditions were retrieved from the corresponding SOFT files ([Supplementary file S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Datasets were chosen because an expression experiment and a TF binding experiment were conducted as part of each dataset. RNA sequencing (RNA- seq) files contain a summary of the expression for each experiment (i.e. RPKM, FPKM, RPM) for each gene. TF binding experiments included ChIP-exo and ChIP-seq datasets that contained intensity values. All coordinates were translated to NC000913.3 using a coordinate dictionary obtained with ECOCYC map-seq-coords tool (<https://biocyc.org/ECOLI/map-seq-coords-form?chromosome=COLI-K12>) ([@B2]). We used StrandedPlot \[<https://doi.org/10.1101/212654>\] to visualize intensity values. The processing of files is shown in [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Acronyms {#SEC2-3}
--------

ChIP, Chromatin immunoprecipitation

ChIP-seq, Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)-sequencing

ChIP-exo, Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) combined with lambda exonuclease digestion followed by high-throughput sequencing

gSELEX, Genomic systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment

HT, High throughput

RIs, Regulatory interactions

TFBS, Transcription factor binding site

TF, Transcription factor

GENSOR Unit, Genetic Sensory-Response Unit

Reconstructing regulatory interactions {#SEC2-4}
--------------------------------------

From the intensity files, macs2 software ([@B7]) and BEDOPS ([@B8]) commands were run to obtain enrichment regions. These sequences were processed with matrix scan from RSAT tools ([@B9]) to obtain putative TFBSs. A HT TFBS and a RegulonDB TFBS were considered the same if they overlapped in \>50% of their length. Conditions or phenotypes of RNA-seq experiments were identified to generate a condition contrast. The two conditions in RNA-seq datasets were compared with a two-sample *t*-test and the resulting p-values were adjusted for the false discovery rate (FDR). The log~2~ fold change across conditions and the FDR *P*-values were used to construct a volcano plot ([@B10]) highlighting the differentially expressed genes (FDR \< 5%). To identify RIs, the TFBSs were mapped, when possible, to the regulatory regions of *Escherichia coli* genes using an *ad hoc* python script. A regulatory region per gene per TF was defined either by the distance to the farthest known TFBS (with strong evidence) of such TF or as the interval between −400 and +100 base-pairs with respect to transcription initiation. The processing of files is shown in [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

GENSOR unit assembly {#SEC2-5}
--------------------

Each GENSOR Unit is centered on one TF. From RegulonDB v10.0, we automatically retrieved its known effectors, active and inactive conformations, its regulated genes, and the effects of the RIs. From Ecocyc ([@B2]), we retrieved gene products of the regulated genes; if they were enzymes, we also retrieved the catalyzed reactions, their substrates and products. If encoded proteins were part of a heteromultimeric complex, we included other proteins participating in the complex, even if they were not regulated by the main TF. Additionally, we added Complementary Pathway Reactions. These reactions link pairs of metabolites that are present in the same metabolic pathway. We included this information through a single reaction, i.e. a Complementary Pathway Reaction, that represents all the reactions (one or more) necessary to create a metabolic flux from one molecule to the other. No new metabolites are included, only new connections between those already present in the GENSOR Unit. The detailed assembly algorithm can be found in Ledezma-Tejeida *et al.* ([@B5]). Recently, we added all the regulation at the enzymatic level reported in EcoCyc between metabolites and proteins present in the GENSOR Unit. Figures were automatically generated and manually edited in the software CellDesigner v4.4 ([@B11]).

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Classic curation progress {#SEC3-1}
-------------------------

Here, we report RegulonDB version 10.5 released on September 2018. We have kept the database up to date with the literature of classic experiments using molecular biology methodologies. [Supplementary Tables S1 and S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} show the new TFs identified as well as those complexes whose crystal structure has been characterized since the last release in 2016. In addition, our daily curation has increased the number of promoters, transcription units, and overall knowledge of the regulatory network as shown in Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Although most of curation entails data from classic experiments, information on HT-supported promoters and recently added RIs show the impact of their contribution (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the year of publications contained in RegulonDB. The expansion of knowledge of transcriptional regulation can be appreciated in Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, as more relevant objects have been added through the years. As mentioned below, we have already initiated the curation of some of the publications reporting binding of TFs using HT-methodologies. This initial inspection is used in the following to estimate the number of RIs in the complete *E. coli* genome.

![Growth through the years of types of elements and of citations in RegulonDB. (**A**) Curated elements over time supported by classic experimental methods. (**B**) Breakdown of classic versus HT curated records for promoters and RIs. (**C**) Publications curated by RegulonDB over time. (**D**) Curated objects reported in the *NAR* special issue publications and citations over time in RegulonDB.](gky1077fig1){#F1}

Estimating the size of the complete regulatory network {#SEC3-2}
------------------------------------------------------

The regulatory network comprising the collection of TF--gene interactions of *E. coli* is among the most intensively studied, given the legacy of experiments performed in this bacterial model organism. Previous publications have estimated that RegulonDB has information for around 15--25% of the complete regulatory network ([@B12]), but this was before HT technologies showed the existence of many more binding sites for TFs in the genome.

RegulonDB lists evidence for the binding of at least one site for 207 (69%) TFs out of the roughly 300 total TFs we estimated in *E. coli* ([@B13]). These 207 TFs affect a total of 1823 genes via 4358 TF--gene interactions; including interactions by CRP that affects 522 genes, down to 10 unique TFs that affect only one gene each. We have known since a while ago that the connectivity follows a power-law distribution ([@B14]). Given the currently available HT datasets of binding experiments for around 15 TFs in *E. coli*, including local and global TFs, we estimated the average fold increase in the number of TF--gene interactions in RegulonDB to be close to 7 compared to those from HT experiments (see Table 5 in ([@B4])). Therefore, the estimated total number of interactions for 200 TFs in RegulonDB is 7 times the current one of 4358, giving 30 506 interactions. As mentioned, *E. coli* is estimated to have around 300 TFs, assuming the same average connectivity for these missing TFs, the total number of estimated interactions for the complete set of TFs in the *E. coli* genome adds to ∼45 759 TF--gene interactions. This is the upper-bound estimate, since unknown TFs fall within the larger group of unknown genes which have been observed to be in the low expression range, and thus to be highly specific TFs with a smaller number of regulated target genes than the current average ([@B15],[@B16]). Furthermore, global ChIP-seq experiments generate a large number of binding sites at many different positions in the genome, with many lacking a correlation with change in expression of the downstream gene (compare Tables 4 and 5 in ([@B4])). If we take only those clearly involved in transcriptional regulation, i.e. those that result from our manual curation, the fold increase is only 2. The upper-bound estimate indicated that our set of RIs accounts for 9.5% of the total set of interactions in the genome, although many of them will not be easily associated with regulation of transcription initiation. Of these, we estimated 33.3% of interactions will affect the expression of downstream genes.

We conclude that *E. coli* may be subject to around 46 000 TF--gene RIs, of which we know ∼10%; however, of these 46 000 RIs, only around 13 000 will be clearly involved in regulation of transcription initiation, of which we already know a third of them. These numbers and the increased HT-derived knowledge have motivated a good amount of the recent progress in RegulonDB that we report in this publication.

Expanding our curation to HT technologies {#SEC3-3}
-----------------------------------------

We have progressed in expanding our curation to include publications based on HT technologies ([@B4],[@B17],[@B18]). This has been quite a challenge, since we do not want to dilute the solid knowledge accumulated through the years from molecular biology experiments with the new information from HT methodologies. We published years ago our own protocol of classification of types of HT evidence ([@B19]). We have now recently curated around 51 HT publications, accounting for 1048 new RIs of 9 TFs, in addition to 107 previously known RIs. These publications generated 16 609 interactions of 36 TFs and sigma factors that have some missing information and therefore are included only as datasets containing what we call plain 'interactions' (as opposed to 'regulatory interactions'), for which no evidence is yet available supporting their regulatory role ([@B4]). Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows that both HT-curated RIs and HT datasets are available in RegulonDB as a result of our curation work.

![Display of HT curated regulatory interactions and datasets in RegulonDB. (**A**) The HT RIs are part of the Regulon web page results, in a section called 'High-throughput transcription factor binding sites'. (**B**) The HT datasets are available in the Downloads menu, and the user can filter them by any field, using the text box.](gky1077fig2){#F2}

Preliminary processing and inference of regulatory interactions from HT binding and expression datasets {#SEC3-4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to curating the literature, we have initiated the direct processing of datasets available in GEO. Here, we report the processing of an initial set of selected HT experiments that have both binding and expression evidence under comparable growth conditions, such that we can combine them and identify those cases where binding correlates with a change in expression of the downstream gene. The adequate integration of these two data sets can predict novel RIs, provided there is a careful normalization of the data and proper identification of the experimental conditions. Properly processed datasets can be displayed in tracks of the RegulonDB JBrowse.

As a proof of concept, we included five GEO series that contain 32 samples, each one corresponding to a dataset in RegulonDB, including a variety of methods (ChIP-exo, ChIP-chip, ChIP-seq; RNA-seq and microarrays) ([@B20]). This collection includes experiments for Fur, Cra, OxyR, SoxR, GadE, GadW, GadX and OmpR. All of them can be visualized using JBrowse, which can be accessed from the main menu (go to 'Integrated Views and Tools', and select 'Tracks in JBrowse'). For each dataset, all processed data files and SOFT files were downloaded from GEO, and all available experimental information was curated using the MCO standard (see below), adding rich knowledge about the experimental conditions. The above process identified 4780 RIs of which 161 were already in RegulonDB.

When looking in detail to the HT data for Cra, we noticed that 79 genes have been reported by classic experiments to be under Cra regulation. HT experiments in three different conditions (i.e. presence of fructose, glucose and acetate) revealed 338 new regulated genes with limited overlap between the three conditions, as can be seen in [Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The majority of the genes show a change in expression unique for each condition, in spite of being subject to common regulation by Cra. Using KEGG pathway enrichment analysis, we identified TCA and glyoxylate present in fructose and acetate, but not in glucose (*P*-value \< 0.05), whilst glycolysis is enriched in acetate and glucose, but not in fructose (*P*-value \< 0.05). The enzymes of TCA and glyoxylate cycles are encoded by 21 genes, the Cra regulon from classical experiments includes 8 of these genes; when adding the genes obtained by HT processed data, five new genes are added. The missing genes in the pathways are genes that are regulated by CRP (*fumEDABC* and *mdh*). This illustrates the complexity of the connection between metabolism and regulation.

A framework to curate growth conditions based on an ontology (MCO) {#SEC3-5}
------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to systematize the annotation of experimental growth conditions (GCs) using a controlled vocabulary, we recently developed the Microbial Conditions Ontology (MCO), which contains terms to describe the set of minimal properties necessary to reproduce an experiment ([@B24]). We have started using this framework of properties to annotate in RegulonDB the GCs that affect gene expression or the binding of a TF to the regulatory region of a gene. The framework contains the following properties: Genetic background, Medium, Medium supplements, Aeration, Temperature, pH, Pressure, Optical density (OD), Growth phase and Growth rate ([@B24]). In order to curate HT literature, it is convenient to subdivide the Genetic background item into four elements, i.e. Organism, Strain, Substrain and Genotype. We included additional items such as Vessel type or container, and Agitation conditions. We also consider the Genome version and the experimental technique in dataset descriptions. Of course, we are limited to what authors report in the literature, and thus we can fill all these items of information defined in the proposed framework in rare occasions. We call 'GC phrases' to the list of these properties for a given experiment, which we have initiated to link to genes or RIs within RegulonDB. See Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} as an example.

![Annotation framework and display in RegulonDB of the GCs contrasts. (**A**) Part of the framework to curate GCs based on the MCO. (**B**) Display of example of contrasts in the GCs page result. The variable hydrogen peroxide concentration 120 μM i.e., that induces the *dps* gene expression, is shown in bold. The evidence and reference of the induction of the gene under that GCs is shown in each contrast.](gky1077fig3){#F3}

As shown in Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, when two GC phrases are compared, a contrast is generated and the experimental variable (in bold) is identified. One of the phrases is the control experiment (C), while the other one is the test experiment (E). The variable is the experimental property that is being analyzed. Note that a GC phrase can be part of more than one contrast, as a control or as a test, and contrasts can have more than one variable. In Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, we show the number of instances of different variable types, where the Medium Supplement variables are grouped in high-level terms related to their biological role, to biological processes or to some stress types; all of them represented in the MCO.

###### 

Number of curated instances of growth condition variables types

  **Variable type**                     **Variable instances**
  ------------------------------------- ------------------------
  **Genotype**                          
  Knockout of genes                     26
  Insertion of a plasmid with gene(s)   28
  **Medium**                            
  Microbiological culture medium        9
  **Medium supplements**                
  Antimicrobial agents                  5
  Carbon sources                        23
  Electron acceptors (respiration)      10
  Iron depletion/repletion              7
  Nitrogen sources                      4
  Nucleotide availability               4
  Oxidative stress                      10
  Protein cofactors                     11
  Quorum sensing                        4
  **Growth phase**                      
  Growth phase                          3

We have annotated GCs from 40 classic papers and from nine papers with HT methodologies. We have also annotated the GCs derived from 49 experiments from the GEO datasets. Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} shows the number of variables, contrasts, and phrases produced in our work. 73 genes and 4059 RIs have GCs affecting their expression and DNA binding linked to them, respectively. Some genes and RIs are affected by more than one GC.

###### 

Number of curated instances of growth condition elements

  **GC elements**         **Number of GC instances**
  ----------------------- ----------------------------
  GC phrases              378
  GC contrasts            269
  GC controls             164
  GC experimental tests   256
  GC variables            162

This highly detailed description of experimental conditions will grow as our curation continues, providing the basis for biologically significant comparisons across all knowledge of gene expression within RegulonDB.

Searching growth conditions in RegulonDB {#SEC3-6}
----------------------------------------

Recently we published a protocol explaining in detail several aspects of the navigation within RegulonDB ([@B25]), but it was before our incorporation of GCs. All the MCO terms are now included like search terms, so users can search any specific term. The results page provides the number of GC contrasts where the term is present. Each result is a link to the contrasts and their affected genetic elements (genes, transcription units, RIs, etc.) with their corresponding evidence and references. Also, via the 'Integrated Views and Tools', there is an option for the MCO browser to navigate through the terms in the ontology. The tool has a search box that allows filtering and selecting the desired term, to later move inside the browser to the node where the term is defined. When the user selects the desired node, the properties or attributes that define it are shown; additionally, a tab was added for those terms that have conditions phrases with contrasts. Each phrase is a link to the Growth Condition results page.

GENSOR units {#SEC3-7}
------------

GENSOR Units (see definition on RegulonDB glossary) have been updated using the latest EcoCyc and RegulonDB releases. They have been assembled through our previously reported semiautomatic pipeline ([@B5]). We have added 16 new GENSOR Units, centered on the following TFs: BCCP, BtsR, CecR, HigA, HigB-HigA, HprR, MraZ, NimR, PdeL, RclR, SrlR, SutR, TtdR, UvrY, YhaJ and YjjQ. All GENSOR Units now depict reversible reactions to better describe the information flow that each TF controls. The vocabulary has been homogenized, and a unique name is used for each metabolite across all GENSOR Units. We have reorganized their classification (See: 'Integrated Views & Tools/GENSOR Unit Groups') using the COG classification of genes ([@B26]) with 22 functional categories. Additionally, signal annotation has been extended for two-component systems, indicating the physiologically relevant stimulus that elicits the phosphorylation process. For instance, structural changes in the membrane\'s lipopolysaccharides signal RcsB. The Cra GENSOR has been updated given the recent knowledge of its allosteric effector ([@B27]).

We extended GENSOR Units to include regulation at the metabolic level with metabolites that affect the activity of enzymes. Interactions between metabolites and enzymes already present in the GENSOR Unit were retrieved from EcoCyc. A total of 310 interactions were added to 86 GENSOR Units. The biological significance of adding these will be reported elsewhere (Ledezma-Tejeida *et al.*, manuscript in preparation). In RegulonDB 7.0, superreactions were added when metabolites of the same metabolic pathway could be connected by a series of reactions but their enzymes were not directly regulated by the TF, and thus are absent from the GENSOR Unit. Previously superreactions were limited to metabolites that were at most three reactions apart in their metabolic pathway, and they were depicted together as one superreaction. In this new version, the limit for intermediate reactions is the size of the metabolic pathway, such that we recover all possible links between metabolites in the same pathway. We have now termed these reactions 'Complementary Pathway Reactions', because they complement GENSOR Units with genes not directly regulated by the TF. More than 145 complementary pathway reactions were identified in all GENSOR Units, 50% of which involve only 1 intermediate reaction. The longest complementary pathway reaction includes 13 intermediate reactions, suggesting that TFs tend to coregulate reactions close to each other in metabolic pathways (see [Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Short summaries of 70 GENSOR Units have been split in a Molecular Biology description, centered on the mechanistic details of the GENSOR Unit, and a physiology summary, centered on the functional effect of the regulated genes. The molecular description begins by pointing the signal, which is frequently also the effector metabolite that binds to the TF regulating its active/inactive conformation. It explains the consequence of the TF conformation on the expression of the target genes. It includes the biological processes in which the regulated genes participate, according to the Gene Ontology (The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2016). One or more biological process was used in order to include the functions of all the genes in the GENSOR Unit. Whenever there is auto-regulation this was included. The physiological summary describes the effect of the signal either inducing or repressing the expression of the regulated genes and the biological processes they are involved in, from a functional perspective. Both summaries include a less detailed version.

RegulonDB and BioNLP research {#SEC3-8}
-----------------------------

In 2014, we initiated research in the use of Natural language processing (NLP) strategies to facilitate or accelerate our biocuration work, with an approach that helps us to extract the experimental contrasting variable in growth conditions from the literature ([@B28]). More recently, we focused in extracting biological processes of regulated genes and information on the structural domains of TFs, two features that are part of our TF extensive summaries. We used the manual summaries to train an automatic summarizer that collects sentences concerning TF properties from article collections ([@B29]). Since the automatic summary is a simple concatenation of extracted sentences, clear differences in wording stand out when the results are compared to those from the manual summary (See [Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We invite users to visit our 'NLP research' section within the 'Integrated Views and Tools' main menu. We offer datasets of curated sentences as a resource for the BioNLP community for tasks of automatic classification, passage detection, and relation extraction.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

We recently reported curation of close to 50 publications based on HT methodologies including gSELEX and various ChIP (exo, chip, seq) experiments ([@B4]). Our work focused essentially in extracting those bound sites with enough information (sequence in the genome, as well as evidence of the effect on the downstream gene) to be identified as regulatory interactions. These are available with the rest of browsable elements in RegulonDB v10.5, and all other interactions reported in those papers are available as datasets (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

HT methodologies are very powerful in generating huge amounts of data, although this occurs at the expense of being, in a sense, 'isolated collections of information'. That is, having all binding sites for a TF is a partial story for the understanding of its physiological role. As a consequence, HT methods rely precisely on confident comparisons across different experiments, since while binding evidence may come from a ChIP-seq experiment, the evidence of effects on gene regulation may come from a different experiment like RNA-seq or a microarray. We have initiated quite a different strategy that starts not from the literature but from the dataset sample files in GEO. In this case, we can merge evidence to support RIs as shown in our initial processing of a small number of experiments. This semiautomatic processing pipeline opens the door to a new type of biocuration that would expand knowledge in RegulonDB to be sensitive to the large number of datasets from HT experiments, as well as those to be produced in the coming years. The major benefit of this approach would be a collection of experiments processed by exactly the same pipeline of bioinformatics programs, with the same versions and thresholds. This would generate an overall better foundation to make significant comparisons across this repertoire of binding and expression experiments.

In order to combine findings from these different experiments, our curation has to consider the precise conditions that were used, to make sure merged experiments are comparable. This includes not only the growth conditions, but also technical properties, such as the experimental technique and the genome version. The framework to do this is our recently published microbial condition ontology, or MCO, which has been built in a bottom up approach based on the initial detailed curation of close to 600 experiments with these required properties ([@B24]). We have started using the framework and controlled vocabulary of the MCO in our curation, and we are aware that curating the large number of RIs available in RegulonDB at the level of detail required by the MCO is an enormous task that will not be completed in the short term. Nonetheless, it is essential to fully exploit the accumulated knowledge of the *E. coli* network. For instance, discrepancies between what is curated in RegulonDB and information on ChIP-seq binding sites for a given TF may be due to specific differences in the growth conditions employed.

Understanding the role of the new TF--gene interactions that may be revealed by HT methods will be quite a challenge given the many variables that participate in the final expression of genes. TFs work frequently in combination and deciphering their composite rules is not straightforward; 58% of regulated genes have binding sites for more than one TF, and RNA-seq expression is the final consequence of as many interactions. TFs can work differently with different promoters, eliciting the expression of different transcription units. For instance, AraC can both activate and repress the *araB* promoter by itself and in the presence of arabinose. There is also evidence that TFs can work differently depending on the growth conditions, as illustrated by the Cra example here analyzed. Furthermore, we know from the construction of GENSOR Units that the mapping between metabolism and regulation is not simple, starting with the fact that the complete set of reactions in a pathway is not always jointly coregulated. Since gene regulation and the organization of the genome in transcription units is well characterized in *E. coli*, using all this knowledge as a model to compare with the rich binding and expression experiments will no doubt be a major challenge for research in the future.

Finally, we considered it valuable to offer within RegulonDB a summary of our efforts to incorporate semiautomatic processes in our curation in order to be able to expand, with a reduced number of curators, our curation more efficiently, particularly given the challenge of processing large amounts of HT-generated datasets. The organized curation of literature can offer datasets to be used for training new methods with machine learning approaches that could be applicable to curate similar literature on other microbial organisms.

We are excited by the possible research questions that can be powered by RegulonDB v10.5 and amazed by how far we have come since RegulonDB was first published in *NAR* 20 years ago ([@B1]). Since 1998 we have continuously enriched knowledge representation pertinent to gene regulation of *E. coli* K- 12, as graphically summarized in Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Experimental and computational advances maintain the excitement in the deciphering of the *E. coli* transcriptional regulatory network.
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=================
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